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Start with one-part tassels, and move on to elaborate woven ones attached to elegant handles.
An equipment guide discusses threads, cardstock, tassel heads, beads, and other materials.
Experiment with Z and S twists, techniques for making long and short cords, and ways of
preparing templates. Create a bright array with frilled skirts; mob caps; beaded necks, heads,
and skirts; a spider’s web and a jewelry finding head. They’re decorative, prac-tical, and fun.

About the AuthorWriter Kari Chapin is the bestselling author of The Handmade Marketplace:
How to Sell Your Crafts Locally, Globally, and Online, which was ranked the number-one craft
book of 2010 by , and Grow Your Handmade Business: How to Envision, Develop, and Sustain a
Successful Business (both Storey Publishing), with a combined total of 120,000 copies in print.
She combines her background in marketing and publicity with an avid enthusiasm for crafts and
social networking to offer personal coaching and creative business e-courses at karichapin.com.
Kari lives in Fair Haven, VT. Kerri Wessel sells her amazing needle-felted creations at crafts
shows, shops, and galleries throughout New England. Her work can be found at
kerriwessel.com. She lives in Easthampton, MA.
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Pam, “Great instructions.. Perfect if you want to learn to make tassels. Good basic, easy to follow
instructions. I used it to teach a tassel making class & the students enjoyed it too.”

Rita Kern, “Five Stars. Good directions for a novice...explicit directions help for the beginner”

Elaine Perrone, “I'm keen to get going. As I haven't made tassels before, just been impressed by
their elegant look, I decided to read the whole book first. I've now done that and I'm ready to
start. This book is easy to read and understand and I feel confident that once I've tried a few
times I will master these beautiful accessories.”

QuinnCreative, “A great "how-to" you won't outgrow. "Beginners" is in the title, but you won't give
up the book when you gain experience. It's filled with tips, ideas, and shortcuts that make the
learning experience fun and keep your interest high. Whether you want to make a simple tassel
in fifteen minutes or develop a complex tassel as a project, reach for this book for instructions.
This is the tassel book to buy first. You won't give it up.”

Sweet Chestnut, “absolutely the best. Not the most expensive book on tassel making, but
certainly the best, and particularly for a beginner. Fabulous tassels can be made using easy
methods and no complicated tools. For beginners or further advanced an excellent purchase.
Other books use complicated tools, equipment and techniques, this book illustrates you just
don't need it.”

jester, “How easy the book makes it. It a easy to under stand and hopefully l will be able to make
tassels for my curtains”

Barbara Robinson, “Fantastic.. This is a great book and very easy to follow. I now make my own
tassels and have also made for other people. I would recommend it.”

P. McAllister, “Five Stars. Lovely simple book  Thanks for speedy delivery”

NikkiS, “with good illustrations and clear instructions. lovely book, with good illustrations and
clear instructions.”

The book by J. Anne Helgren has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 34 people have provided feedback.
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